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Abstract:  

Remote Authentication is used mainly in wireless communication where data transfer takes place between faraway places. 

Authentication is a process that ensures and confirms a user's identity. It can be used in places such as distance learning, examinations, 

interviewing, etc. Attacks such as Trojan Horse can be avoided using remote authentication. Here we implement remote 

authentication using semantic segmentation, chaotic encryption algorithm and data hiding. Consider a user A, who wants to be 

remotely authenticated. His video object will be semantically segmented using a head and body detector. Next, one of A's biometric 

signals is encrypted by using a chaotic cipher. Then encrypted signal is inserted to the most significant wavelet coefficient s of the 

Video object and using its Qualified Sign ificant Wavelet Trees (QSWTs). QSWTs provide both invisibility and significant resistance 

against lossy transmission and compression, conditions that are mostly in wireless networks. In the end, the Inverse Discrete  Wavelet 

Transform (IDWT) is applied to provide the stego-object (SO). 

 

Index Terms: Authentication, biometrics, cryptography, chaos, steganography, video object  

 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 

NOW-A-DAYS information security is an important aspect in 

wireless communicat ion system. For secure data storage and 

transfer across wireless networks remote authentication and is 

required. Biometric authentication is used for the same. 

Passwords and smart cards can be replicated but biometrics scans 

such as fingerprint, retina scan and face recognition are all 

unique. Various encryption algorithms are used for sending 

sensitive data. We are using chaos algorithm as it is more attack-

resilient than other encryption techniques. In computer systems, 

authentication is a process that ensures and confirms a user's 

identity. It is an act of confirming the truth of an attribute of an  

entity. For exchanging information through the internet and 

storing sensitive data on the open networks, identificat ion and 

authentication is required. Identification deals with selection of 

particular user from a list of n users and authentication deals with 

verification of the user what he claims that his identification is.  

There are two types of authentication-positive and negative. To 

understand the difference between the two, consider a password 

based authentication system. In case of positive authentication, a 

file is maintained that consists a list of all the users and their 

corresponding passwords. This file is therefore limited. If a cyber 

cracker gets hold of this file then his work is to recover the 

plaintext associated with that file. On the contrary in case of 

negative authentication, a file is maintained which consists of 

strings that are not the passwords. So if the crackers find this file  

they have to recover plaintext o f a huge data which is a tedious 

task. Negative authentication was main ly introduced to reduce 

cyber attacks. Authentication can be done using mainly three 

methods. They are- 
 

_ Passwords and pins 

_ Smart cards and swipe cards  

_ Biometrics  

A biometric is defined as a unique, biological characteristic or 

trait for automatically recognizing or verifying the identity of a 

human being. It can be divided into two-physiological and 

behavioural. Physiological biometrics includes face, fingerprint 

and eye detection whereas behavioural biometrics includes 

signature, speech and key stroke authentication. 

 

Biometric identification consists of two parts : - enro lment and 

Verification. During the enrollment stage, a sample of the 

designated biometric is obtained. Some unique characteristics/ 

features of this sample are then extracted toform a biometric 

template for subsequent comparison purposes. During the 

verification stage, an updated biometric sample is obtained. As in 

enrollment, features of this biometric sample are extracted. These 

features are then compared with the previously generated 

biometric template. 

 

II.MOTIVATION 

 

(A) It’s not secure to handle some sensitive data remotely.  

(b) Informat ion or data can easily get hacked while handling it  

remotely through 

Servers. 

(c) Proper authentication must be done before accessing the 

informat ion 

(d) Biometrics must be employed for more security purposes. 
 

III.OBJECTIVE 
 

(a) To make remote access of data and informat ion more secure. 

(b) To encrypt the data while a user is trying to access it 

remotely. 

(c) To securely make the transfer of data as requested by the user 

from a distant place remotely. 

(d) To employ biometrics over remote authentication. 
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IV.RELATED WORK 

 

Cryptography is the science of protecting the privacy of 

informat ion during communicat ion in severe conditions. 

Cryptography includes both encryption and decryption. 

Following are some terms related with cryptography- 

 

- Plaintext is denoted by M [a stream of bits, a text file , a b itmap, 

a stream of digit ized voice, d igital video image, etc.]  

 

- Encryption: It is a process of disguising a message M so as to 

hide its contents Ek (M) = C, where E denotes the encryption 

function and k is key. 

 

- Ciphertext : an encrypted message denoted by C. 

 

- Decryption: Process of converting Ciphertext back into 

Plaintext Dk (C) = M, where D denotes the decryption function 

and k is key. 

 

- Cryptanalysis: The science of breaking Ciphertext. Various 

types of keys are used for encryption and decryption. 

If the same keys are used for encryption or decryption, we call it  

symmetric cipher, 

i.e., 

Ek (M) = C 

Dk (C) = M 

 

In case of asymmetric cipher we have a key pair (k1 , k2 ), k1 

being public k2 private, 

Then 

Ek1 (M) = C 

Dk2 (C) = M 

Recent cryptographic techniques are based on number theoretic 

or algebraic concepts. Chaos is one of them. The chaotic 

behaviour is behaviour of a nonlinear system, which apparently 

looks random. However, this randomness has no origin. It results 

from the defin ing deterministic processes. The important feature 

of chaos is its ext reme sensitivity to init ial conditions of the 

system. Systems which are basically  non-linear and exh ibiting an  

apparently random behaviour for certain range of values of 

system parameters is called to as Chaotic. However, the solutions 

of the system Remain bounded within the phase space. This 

unstable state is strongly dependent on the values of the 

parameters and on the way the system begins. The proposed 

remote human authentication via biometrics scheme over 

wireless channels under loss tolerant transmission protocols, 

aims at: 
 

(a) Robustness against deciphering, noise as well as 

compression, 

(b) Good encryption capacity 

(c) Ease of implementation. 

For this purpose we: 

(a) Employ wavelet based steganography 

(b) Encrypt biometric signals to allow for natural and unique 

authentication 

(c) Involve a Chaotic Pseudo-Random Bit Generator (C-PRBG) 

to create the keys that trigger the entire encryption to increase 

security and 

(d) The encrypted biometric signal is hidden in a VO, which can 

reliably be detected in modern applications that involve 

teleconferencing. 

(e)Compression of the final content and simulated noisy 

transmission 

(g)Decompression and extraction of the encrypted signal 

(h) Authentication. 

Proposed scheme consists of four phases which are described in  

the following subsections. 

 

They are:- 

 Phase 1- Video to Frames Conversion  

In this very first phase, the video is converted into mult iple 

frames and the host video object is obtained. 

 

 Phase 2- Chaotic Encryption 

Before the process of hiding, each biometric signal is initially  

encrypted. Encryption is performed by the proposed chaotic 

cryptographic module. The module includes a Chaotic Pseudo-

Random Bit Generator (C-PRBG) and a chaos-based cipher 

mechanis m. 

 

 
Figure.1. Architecture of chaos algorithm [8] 

 

A. Encryption Keys' Generation 

 In most contemporary schemes security of the encrypted content 

depends on the size of the key. In this paper, the generated key 

Has size equal to size of each biometric signal. Each key is 

generated by C-PRBG. C-PRBGs that are based on a single 

chaotic system can be insecure, because the produced pseudo 

random sequence may expose some informat ion about the 

employed chaotic system. For this reason we propose a PRBG 

based on a triplet of chaotic systems, which can provide higher 

security than other C-PRBGs. The basic idea of the C-PRBG is 

to generate pseudo-random bits by mixing three different and 

asymptotically independent chaotic orbits towards this direction. 

Let F1(x1; p1), F2(x2;p2) and F3(x3;  p3) be three different 1-D 

chaotic maps: 

 

x1(i + 1) = F1(x1(i); p1) 

x2(i + 1) = F2(x2(i); p2) 

x3(i + 1) = F3(x3(i); p3) 

where p1, p2 and p3 are control parameters  

x1(0), x2(0) and x3(0) are init ial conditions 

x1(i), x2(i), x3(i) denote the three chaotic orbits. 

Then a pseudo-random bit sequence can be defined as: 

k(i) = 1 F3(x1(i); p3) >F3(x2(i); p3) 

k(i) = k(i-1) F3(x1(i); p3) = F3(x2(i); p3) 

k(i) = 0 F3(x1(i); p3) <F3(x2(i); p3) 
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According to this scheme the generation of each bit is controlled 

by the orbit of the third chaotic system, having as in itial 

conditions the outputs of the other two chaotic systems. 

 

 
Figure.2. Encryption Module[7] 

 
B. The Encryption Mechanism 

After the init ial pseudo-random key is generated, the cipher 

module is activated. Before encryption of signal, the samples of 

each biometric signal are properly ordered. In case of 1D signal 

(e.g.voice) the order is defined by the sequence of samples, while  

in 2D signals (e.g. fingerprint image) pixels are line per line zig-

zag scanned from top-left to bottom-right, providing plain text  

pixels Pi. Now, take into consideration the fact that mult iple 

iterations of chaotic functions lead to slow ciphers, while a small 

number of iterations may raise security problems. In order to  

avoid iterations along with maintaining high security standards, 

the proposed scheme combines three chaotic block ciphers 

(including the time variant S-boxes) to implement a complex 

product cipher. Considering the operation, cipher module can be 

described as 

 

Follows: assume that Pi and Ci represent the i-th plain text  and i-

th cipher text samples respectively (both in n-bit formats). Then 

the encryption procedure is defined by: Ci = fS(fS(Pi; i) XOR xi;  

i) , fS( . ; i) are t ime-variant nxn  S-boxes and xi is produced from 

the states of three chaotic functions through the bit generation 

procedure defined. Here, the S-boxes fS are pseudo-randomly  

controlled by the chaotic functions. The secret key gives the 

initial conditions and control parameters of the employed chaotic 

systems. The increased complexity of the proposed cipher 

against possible attacks is due to the mixed feedback): fS(Pi;  i) at  

FB1, fS(Pi; i) XOR xi at FB2 and ciphertext feedback Ci at FB3, 

which lead the cipher to acyclic behaviour feedback Ci at FB3, 

which lead the cipher to acyclic behaviour.  

 

 Phase 3- Hiding the Encrypted Biometric Signal using       

            steganography. 

The encrypted biometric signal is hidden in the host video object. 

Towards this direction we aim at producing a stego-video object 

that can protect its hidden message even in cases of compression 

or lossy transmission. QSWTs play such a role, since they 

provide one of the most robust solutions to data recovery, after 

many signal processing manipulations. In particu lar let us 

assume that the host video object is been extracted using the 

method described in . Then host video object is decomposed into 

two levels using the shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform 

(SA-DWT). By applying the SA-DWT once to an area of 

arbitrary shape, four parts of low, middle and high frequencies, 

that is, LL1, HL1, LH1, HH1, are produced. B and LL1 (HH1) 

includes low (high) frequency components in both horizontal and 

vertical direction, while the HL1 (LH1), includes high (low) 

frequencies in horizontal d irection and low (high) frequencies in 

vertical d irection. Subband LL1 could be fu rther decomposed in 

a similar way into four different subbands, denoted as LL2, HL2, 

LH2, HH2 respectively. This process can be repeated many 

times, depending on the specific application. Sub-bands LHN ,..., 

LH3, LH2, LH1 fo llow a parent to child relat ionship. Christo 

Ananth et al. proposed a system in which complex parallelis m 

technique is used to involves the processing of Substitution Byte, 

Shift Row, Mix Column and Add Round Key. Using S- Box 

complex parallelis m, the original text is converted into the cipher 

text. From that, we have achieved 96 percentage energy 

efficiency in Complex Parallelis m Encryption technique and 

recovering the delay 232 ns. The complex parallelism that merge 

with parallel mix column and one task one processor techniques 

are used. In future, Complex Parallelism single loop technique is 

used for recovering the original message. In the proposed video 

object steganographic scheme, coefficients with local 

informat ion in the sub bands are chosen as target coefficients for 

casting the encrypted biometric signals. Coefficients' selection is 

based on Qualified Significant Wavelet Trees derived from the 

Embedded Zerotree Wavelet algorithm.  In the proposed scheme, 

we have selected the pair of subbands that contains the highest 

energy content. Finally, the QSWTs are estimated for the highest 

energy pair of subbands. The Hiding Strategy After selecting the 

pair of subbands containing the highest energy content, QSWTs 

are found for this pair and the encrypted biometric signal is 

embedded by changing the values of the detected QSWTs. 

Finally the 2D IDWT is applied to the modified and an 

unchanged subband to form the final stego-object. The obtained 

stego-object is additionally watermarked with some data to 

provide extra security. 

 

 Phase 4 – 

Message is recovered considering that the stegoobject and data 

embedded image (or a distorted version of it) has reached its 

destination, the encrypted biometric signal is init ially ext racted 

by following a reverse (to the embedding method) process. 

 

Comparative study between traditional encryption algorithms 

and chaos algorithm- 

1. Tradit ional ciphers like DES, IDEA, RSA and AES are o ften 

used for text or b inary data, while not suitable for direct video 

encryption because of the following reasons. 

2. Firstly, as digital v ideos are usually very large-sized and 

bulky, encrypting such bulky data with traditional ciphers incurs 

significant overhead, and it is too expensive for real-time video 

applications, which require real-time operations such as 

displaying, cutting, copying, bit-rate control or recompression. 

3. Secondly, in the case of digital videos, consecutive frames are 

similar and most likely only few p ixels would differ  from frame 

to frame, and such an extremely high data redundancy makes the 

conventional ciphers fail to obscure all v isible information.  

4. Addit ionally, for many practical applications, we would like to  

have very light encryption that preserves some perceptual 

informat ion. For example, in a pay-per-view video system, a 
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degraded but visible content could potentially influence a 

consumer to order certain paid services. This is impossible to 

achieve with tradit ional ciphers alone, which most likely  

degrades the data to a perceptually unrecognizable content. 

5. Initial states and control parameters can be efficiently used as 

keys in an encryption system. What's more, generating of chaotic 

signal is often of low cost, which makes it suitable for the 

encryption of large bulky data. 

6. Due to these recognized potential benefits, chaos -based video 

encryption algorithms are of high interest up to now, and have 

made great progress.[7] 

 

V.LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

“Dig ital Image Encryption Algorithm Based on Chaos and 

Improved DES" is a paper written by ZHANG Yun-peng, ZHAI 

Zheng-jun, LIU Wei, NIE Xuan, CAO Shui-ping, DAI Weid i. 

The given paper supports the following considerations. In recent 

years, coding technology has been developed quickly and plenty 

of image coding strategies are imply. Chaos based mostly image 

coding technique may be a new coding technique for pictures. It 

utilizes chaos random sequence to write image that is an 

economical thanks to modify the refractory drawback of quick 

and extremely secure image coding. However, the Chaos based 

mostly image coding technique has some deficiencies, like the 

restricted accuracy drawback. This paper researches on the 

chaotic coding DES encryption and a mix of image coding 

algorithmic rule, and simulate these algorithms, through analysis 

of the algorithmic ru le to seek out the gaps. And on this basis, 

the algorithmic rule has been improved. The new coding theme 

realizes the digital image coding through the chaos and rising 

DES. Firstly, new encryption theme uses the logistical chaos 

sequencer to form the pseudo-random sequence, carries on the 

RGB with this sequence to the image chaotically, then makes 

double time encryptions with improvement DES, displays they 

several advantage. Theoretical analysis and also the simulation  

indicate that this arrange has the high beginning worth 

sensitivity, and enjoys high security and also the coding speed. 

Additionally it conjointly keeps the neighbouring RGB 

connection near zero. The algorithmic rule will be utilized in the 

particular image coding.[1] Somaya Al-Maadeed, Afnan Al-Ali, 

and Turki Abdalla wrote a paper "A New Chaos -Based Image-

Encryption and Compression Algorithm" in which they have 

proposed is a replacement and economical methodology to 

develop secure image encryption techniques . The new rule 

combines 2 techniques: encoding and compression. during this 

technique, a ripple remodel was wont to decompose the image 

and de-correlate its pixels into approximation and detail parts. 

The a lot of vital element (the approximation component) is 

encrypted employing a chaos-based encoding rule. Th is rule 

produces a cipher of the check image that has smart diffusion 

and confusion properties. The remaining parts (the detail 

components) are compressed employing a ripple remodel. Th is 

projected rule was verified to supply a high security level.  a  

whole specification for the new ru le is provided. many check 

pictures are won’t to demonstrate the validity of the projected 

rule. The results of many experiments show that the projected 

rule for image crypto systems provides associate economical and  

secure approach to period image encoding and transmission.[2]  

A Novel Fingerprint Encryption Algorithm Based on Chaotic 

System and Fractional Fourier Transform" paper written by 

Delong Cui states that to enhance gift fingerprint secret writing  

decoding algorithmic rule security, a completely unique 

fingerprint encryption/ decoding algorithmic ru le supported 

chaotic system and down Fourier rework is projected during this 

paper. The fingerprint secret writing method includes 2 steps: 1st 

the fingerprint is encrypted by using down Fourier domain  

double random section, then the confusion fingerprint is 

encrypted by victimization confusion matrix that is generated by 

chaotic system, and eventually the cipher fingerprint is obtained. 

The protection of the projected algorithm rule depends on the 

sensitivity to the randomness of section mask, the orders of 

FRFT and therefore the init ial conditions of chaotic system. 

Theoretical analysis and experimental results demonstrate that 

the algorithmic ru le is favourable.[3] Chaotic Image Encryption 

Design Using Tompkins-Paige Algorithm" Shahram Etemadi 

Borujen i1, and Mohammad Eshghi1 In this paper, they have got 

conferred a replacement permutation-substitution image secret 

writing design explo itation chaotic maps and Tompkins -Paige 

algorithmic ru le. The planned secret writing system includes 2 

major elements, chaotic pixels permutation and chaotic pixels 

substitution. A supply map is employed to get slightly  sequence, 

that is employed to get pseudorandom numbers in Tompkins - 

Paige algorithmic rule, in second permutation section. 

Constituent substitution section includes 2 method, the tent 

pseudorandom image generator and modulo addit ion operation. 

All elements of the planned chaotic secret writing system area 

unit simulated. Uniformity of the bar chart of the planned 

encrypted image is even explo itation the chi-square check, that is 

a smaller amount than 2 255, 0.05. The vertical, horizontal, and 

diagonal correlation coefficients, likewise as their average and 

RMS values for the planned encrypted image area unit calcu lated 

that's regarding thirteen but previous researches. To quantify the 

distinction between the encrypted image and therefore the 

corresponding plain-image, 3 measures area unit used. These 

area unit MAE, NPCR, and UACI, that area unit  improved in our 

planned system significantly. NPCR of their p lanned system is 

strictly the best worth of this criterion. The key area of our 

planned methodology is massive enough to shield the system 

against any Brute-force and applied mathemat ics attacks.[4]  

Research on Real-Time Video Encryption Algorithm Based on 

Moving Objects by Wei Chen and Changan Ding describes  how 

to make sure the security Associate in Nursingd potency of 

period video transmission within the existing network 

atmosphere is more and more turning into an imperative 

downside to be solved . This paper presents a moving object-

based video cryptography algorithmic program, which may  

satisfactorily resolve the tradeoffs between security and potency 

of period video transmission. A period video cryptography 

algorithmic program supported moving objects is projected, 

which mixes the ext raction of moving objects with the entropy 

coding-based cryptography algorithmic program, and encode 

solely the extracted moving objects. Experimental results show 

that the algorithmic program has tiny machine overhead, and 

smart cryptography real-timeliness, which may attain favourable 

tradeoffs between security and committal to writ ing potency, and 

meet real-timeliness needs.[5] A video secret writing  

methodology supported chaotic maps in DCT domain written by 

Shuguo Yanga, Shenghe Suna proposes a replacement and 

secure video secret writ ing methodology sup- ported chaotic 

maps in DCT domain, that is kind of to keep with the common 

ideas and therefore the frequent practices of video secret writing. 

they have a tendency to choose the I-frames of the video 

sequence as secret writing objects. First, we have a tendency to 
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introduce 2 coupling chaotic maps to scramble the DCT 

coefficients of each original I-frame, and receive the 

disorganized I-frame. Second, they have a tendency to write in  

code the DCT coefficients of the disorganized I-frame 

victimisation another chaotic map. Within the whole method, 

they have a tendency to use 3 chaotic maps and 5 keys; the I-

frame is encrypted doubly. Finally, they have a tendency to 

performed many tests and therefore the experimental results have 

verified our methodology to be secure and economical.[6]  

 

VI.S UMMARY 

 

Biometric signals are entering into our everyday lives, since 

governments, as well as other organizations, resort to their use in 

accomplishing crucial procedures (e.g. citizen authentication). 

Hence there is an urgent need to further develop and integrate 

biometric authentication techniques into practical applications. 

Towards this direction in this paper the domain of biometrics 

authentication over error-prone networks has been checked. 

Since steganography by itself does not ensure secrecy, it was 

combined with a chaotic encryption system. The stated 

procedure,  except of providing results that are imperceptible to 

the human visual system, it also outputs a stego-object that can 

resist different signal distortions, and steganalytic attacks. 

Experimental evaluation and detailed theoretical security 

analysis illustrate the performance of the proposed system in  

terms of security. The well-known NIST tests were applied to the 

encrypted biometric signals (fingerprints in our case) to verify 

the robustness of the proposed chaotic encryption scheme. A 

series of steganalytic attacks were also applied, using state-of-art 

steganalysis tools. Results indicate that the use of QSWTs 

provides high levels of robustness, keeping at the same time the 

ease of implementation and the compatibility to well-known and 

widely used image and video compression standards .The system 

is able to recover the hidden encrypted biometric signal under 

different losses. Even though simulated, losses fluctuated in the 

typical ranges, encountered in real communicat ion channels. 

Finally it should be mentioned that all these merits are 

accompanied by efficient bandwidth usage, since the rate control 

mechanis m is provided with the content awareness feature. In 

future research, the effects of compression and mobile 

transmission of other hidden biometric signals should also be 

examined. The problem of lost biometric data is also of high 

interest. Techniques from the areas of image error concealment, 

region restoration or region matching can be used for this 

purpose. For instance, the lost biometric data can be concealed 

from the authentication module, so that it attempts to perform 

authentication even though parts are missing. Finally, the hash 

value of a biometric identifier could be utilized, so that there is a 

centralized authentication service and the biometric identifier 

could not be retrieved by other legal entities.  
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